Celebrating 50 years!
Knowledge. Passion. Legendary Customer Service.
Gourmet breadline for hearth bread
Gemini recently installed a new makeup
system with some unique features to produce
gourmet stick breads and sandwich rolls that
were previously produced mostly by hand.
Our customer’s main goal was to produce
their stick breads with an automated line and
maintain the “hand-made” look and taste of
the product.
The new breadline is a SUCCESS!
Gemini's specialty stick bread systems are
designed to run from 1500-3000 loaves per
hour for bread from 14" to 30" long.
Gemini offers several different types of high
end molding systems.

This breadline features:
Multi pocket dough divider
Conical rounder
Dough ball rest proofer
Low stress horizontal sheeter
molder
Trough style secondary rest
proofer
Multiple molding and cutting
stations
An automatic board and pan
loading system

Gemini offers a variety of roll dividers and rounders. Machines are available to
operate from 4,800- 30,000 rolls per hour.
Grains of Montana reached out to Gemini to upgrade their current system. Working
together, Gemini and Grains of Montana were able to select a solution that could
improve both productivity and quality of their existing products.

"It's a fantastic machine...!"

“Our new TWL divider rounder is
really a game changer for our
bakery! We were able to increase
our production output by 33% on our
bun line over the same time period,
by upgrading to the TWL. It’s a
fantastic machine with tremendous
throughput, requiring very little
operator maintenance.”
-Kyle Neilsen, Owner, Grains of
Montana

Want more TWL's in action? Check out our 5 pocket TWL round roll
production!

Did you know...?
Gemini can help with all of your ingredient handling needs! Gemini offers
high quality indoor and outdoor ingredient handling systems.

Click here for more on Ingredient
Handling!

Knowledgeable technicians to help every step of the way!
"My mechanics have said to me that John was a “book of
knowledge” for them and they learned a lot working with
him. John, it’s always good to work with you. I learn something
new every time I work with you."
 Jeff English, FSA Lead Mechanic, General Mills

You Provide the Challenge, We Provide the Solution!

